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Thesaurus
Add-on — application that can be installed for certain software to improve and extend its 
functionality.
 
Antivirus of the next generation (NGAV) — antivirus that uses the principally new approach to 
detect and repel the malware attacks 1, 2, 3.	This	often	includes	BigData	and	Artificial	Intelligence	
(AI) methods.
 
Attack — the record that ROMAD Endpoint Defense writes on the blockchain; the record contains 
the information about the software actions unauthorized by an owner/user of the device that can 
cause damage to an owner/user of the device as well as alter in any other way the data stored on 
such device.
 
RoBust Defense token or RBDT — token issued by ROMAD Company that contains an embedded 
license for the next-generation antivirus software ROMAD Endpoint Defense.
 
Digital signature — requisite of the electronic document that intends to verify this document and 
allows	owner	identification.
 
Endpoint detection and response market global forecast to 2021, MarketsandMarkets — forecast 
for the software market about detection and protection from cyber threats, provided by the leading 
analytical agency MarketsandMarkets.
 
ERC 20 Standard — standard for smart contracts developed in Ethereum network.
 
Exploit — software code that exploits certain vulnerabilities in the other software code.
 
Inject —binary output code injection to the address space of process.
 
License — non-exclusive permit to use ROMAD Endpoint Defense software via its reproduction.
 
Malware — malicious software.
 
Obfuscation — arranging of a software code to the form that can secure its functionality but 
hinders understanding, analysis of work algorithms and leads to obstruction of the software 
reverse engineering.
 
Ransomware virus — malicious software that encrypts or blocks data on a PC with the following 
claim for money to bring the data back.
 
Run-time signs — certain expertly highlighted behavioral signs of a software.
 
Security Shark Tank — the U.S. championship in the area of the Cyber Security solutions, which 
judges are recognized professionals who head the security departments of large corporations
 
Shellcode — binary output code that transfers control to the system code.
 
Smart contract — the algorithm designed to enforce the contract performance on the blockchain.
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Stack (in this context) — special Windows memory area.
 
System calls — software calls to the operating system kernel.
 
Token generation event or TGE — primary sale of the Robust Defense tokens.
 
End user — person that activates the license, uses ROMAD Endpoint Defense.
 
Malware strain	 —	modified	malware	 file.	 The	 file’s	 attributes	 are	 altered	 in	 order	 to	 avoid	 the	
antivirus attention.
 
0-day family — family that was not previously distributed.
 
0-day attack — attack that no one met before.
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Introduction
ROMAD overview

ROMAD offers the next generation antivirus ROMAD Endpoint Defense and the RoBust Defense 
Token (RBDT).

ROMAD Endpoint Defense is the fully functional next generation antivirus that is using innovative 
patented approach to chase the malware. It is the revolutionary approach to cybersecurity. This 
cutting	edge	malware	behavioral	analysis	tool	classifies	hundreds	of	millions	of	malware	strains	
according	to	their	genetic	code	and	identifies	the	families	that	they	belong	to.	There	are	no	new	
strains for ROMAD; they will be discovered and eradicated immediately.

ROMAD Endpoint Defense is already working on the enterprise markets of Ukraine and Malaysia. 
ROMAD Endpoint Defense antivirus successfully protects thouthands of the enterprise endpoints. 
ROMAD had won Cyber Security Shark Tank in US multiple times. 

ROMAD offers a unique distribution business model. The antivirus is distributed completely free of 
charge. The end users are paying only for the successfully repelled attacks. No attack, no payment. 

The	repelled	attacks	are	written	on	the	blockchain	and	therefore	are	free	to	be	verified	by	anyone.	
ROMAD	is	the	first	on	the	market	to	offer	such	a	transparent	approach.

RoBust Defense token (RBDT) – is the ROMAD Defense token (RBDT) with the associated license 
key for the ROMAD Endpoint Defense next-generation antivirus. The RBDT owner can use the 
license key in a number of ways:

1. Protect his/her own endpoint.
2. Distribute it manually to the 3rd parties 
3. Transfer it to the ROMAD Marketplace

The	RBDT	owner	will	get	benefit	in	all	options	mentioned.	More	on	it	later.	

This	scheme	 is	beneficial	 for	both	end	users	and	token	owners.	The	end	users	are	paying	only	
when ROMAD Endpoint Defense successfully repelled the malware attack. The token owners are 
getting	their	respective	part	of	the	attack’s	fee	via	the	smart-contract.	We	are	first	on	the	cyber	
security market to offer a win-win strategy for everyone involved.

Summary 

 z ROMAD (RObust MAlware Detector) Endpoint Defense is the next generation antivirus - its 
awards, applicability and use cases

 z The novel model of ROMAD Endpoint Defense distribution
 z How the next-generation ROMAD Endpoint Defense provides security and protection for 

users personal data.
 z How the blockchain technology helps ROMAD to make openness and transparency in 

cybersecurity.
 z How	to	get	a	steady	benefit	from	the	token	owning.
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Internet and security
Cybercrime growth

The digital security is of the vital essence these days. 

As more and more data are being digitized, the number of cyberthreats grows. Hackers are aiming 
IoT and smart houses. The blockchain also introduces many new security challenges. The smart-
contracts that are impossible to update are one of them. A single bug within a smart-contract of 
a successful ICO may make a cybercrime group rich. Thus there is no doubt the cryptocurrencies 
attract cybercriminals. 

Symantec foresees the following trends 4 :
 z hackers are to aim the cryptocurrencies.
 z cybercrime	is	to	use	artificial	intelligence	(AI)	for	the	malware	attacks.

McAfee thinks the ransomware will come up with the new and creative ways in extorting money. 
Now the focus is on the cryptocurrencies hijacking or cryptojacking.5 

It is generally thought the cyberattacks are going to grow in the foreseeable future. The digital 
extortion will continue to be one of the main threat vectors in 2018. This will motivate cybercriminals 
to	find	the	new	and	creative	ways	in	ransomware	usage6.

The future seems rather dark and ROMAD foresees the new malware species, more ransomware 
and more sophisticated attacks. 

The	Official	2017	Annual	Cybercrime	Report	had	shown	the	cybercrime	caused	3	trillions	USD	of	
losses in 2015 and had predicted the losses to go up to 6 trillions in 20217. 

It gets clear the IT security is becoming the part of the personal security. 

The illusion of security

Classic	antiviruses	(AVs)	show	low	efficacy	against	modern	malware.	This	is	why	we	got	used	to	
reading the news about the data losses, money thefts, data breaches and so on. 

Classic AVs are technologically outdated and cannot combat the modern threats. 

Let us consider the ransomware wave as an example. Happened in May, 2017, the WannaCry 
ransomware outbreak has shown that traditional antivirus software is ineffective against modern 
malware.	The	WannaCry	was	the	first	one	on	the	large	scale	to	show	the	community	has	just	an	
illusion of security. Classic AVs were helpless to stop it. 

It	is	pretty	difficult	to	calculate	the	global	loss	caused	by	WannaCry.	However	the	losses	caused	
only	to	B2B	market	for	the	first	4	days	of	the	attack	were	more	than	1	billion	USD8. 

NotPetya	and	BadRabbit	put	the	last	nail	into	the	coffin	of	the	classic	AVs.	Fedex	could	be	a	pretty	
demonstrative example with the losses of more than 300 mil USD9 caused by NotPetya. Obviously 
Fedex was protected with the cream of the crop from the classic AV industry. Nevertheless the 
protective measures were in vain.
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The cryptocurrency users should not feel safe as well. There are numerous examples of the 
malware attacks for the cryptocurrency, please refer to the “Secure ROMAD cryptowallet” section 
for more details. 

Moreover there are the examples of the crypto-exchanges hacks that have used the malware 
component90. 

This	is	an	expensive	and	a	difficult	task	to	create	a	protected	perimeter.	Sometimes,	more	often	
than not, even the biggest enterprises fail to do it properly. The end users segment is the most 
poorly protected. 
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Malware - the main cyberthreat source

Today	malware	is	the	main	cyberthreat.	AV	industry	efforts	are	focused	on	fighting	it.	

The malware diversity is described in terms of the different malware families. The families share 
the same “DNA”. The outer look of the same malware family is changing, thus creating the endless 
malware strains. This reminds the real life when we get sick with the flu. The “DNA” of the flu largely 
remains intact. The outer layer changes so that our immune system fails to discover it in timely 
manner. This process repeats over and over again as the next winter comes. The same situation 
happens in the malware world.

The AV-TEST data proves there is a huge growth of the strains10:
 z There are more than 750 mil malware strains as of 2018.
 z Each second 4 new malware strains are released.
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Why classic AVs do not work

The classic AVs chase the individual strains. This is why they need the time to describe each strain. 
This is how the process looks like: 

 z The AV laboratory gets the new malware sample. This mostly occurs after the attack has 
happened already. The irreversible damage has already occured. 

 z The sample gets processed.
 z The static signature is created and is pushed to the end users.

Sometimes the whole process takes a couple of hours, sometimes it takes a couple of months. 
While	the	AVs	are	chasing	this	specific	sample,	the	new	one	arrives.	This	effectively	means	the	PC	
is never, in fact, protected. 

The classic AVs are always one step behind. The users are never secure. 

https://youtu.be/o0bZZCmFY4Q
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Let’s look at the typical scenario. Alice woke up and decided to check her email box. She found the 
email with the sbj: “Vacation plans for 2018”.

Alice	was	so	 impatient	to	figure	out	when	her	vacation	would	begin	so	she	opened	an	email.	 It	
contained the MS Word document. Alice saw the sender. She knew the address so she had opened 
up the document. Moreover Alice has the classic AV that protects her and she reads the emails 
many times per day. What to worry about? 

So Alice had opened up the document and was immediately infected with WannaCry. As the result 
her	sensitive	files	are	encrypted.	Her	colleagues	went	though	the	same	scenario.	

The	classic	AV	was	helpless	to	protect	Alice	as	this	specific	WannaCry	strain	was	not	yet	described.	
The next week some of the Alice colleagues decided to pay to the cybercrooks to get their data 
back.	Alice	had	a	backup	and	was	able	to	recover	the	files	by	herself.	Her	data	and	programs	
were back including the classic AV. She had read the AV was able to block the WannaCry from 
now on. However can really Alice be on the safe side as the next attack is going to happen with 
the new WannaCry strain?
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Product
ROMAD: the revolutionary way to protect

ROMAD	fights	malware	families,	not	the	individual	strains.	Thanks	to	the	unique	patented	approach	
ROMAD is able to combat the malware “DNA”. ROMAD processes billions of the system calls in real 
time.	It	builds	up	the	behavioral	profiles	of	every	program	running	on	the	PC.	ROMAD	compares	the	
behavioral	profiles	of	the	programs	with	its	Malware	Genome	database.	The	database	contains	
the malware families descriptions.

 z ROMAD had already studied the major malware families.
 z The vast majority of the new threats are just the new strains of the same malware family.
 z 50 malware families are responsible for 80% of all the strains. Therefore ROMAD Endpoint 
Defense	is	not	fighting	with	the	millions	of	the	new	strains.	ROMAD	Endpoint	Defense	instead	
fights	with	tens	of	the	malware	families.

The 30+ confederates team has spent 5 years and 5 mil USD in R&D.

The result is the unique system calls processing platform that allows for different use-case 
scenarios. One of them is the next next generation antivirus ROMAD Endpoint Defense, please 
refer to the “How ROMAD Endpoint Defense works” section. The other example is the “Secure 
ROMAD cryptowallet” section. 

The ROMAD Endpoint Defense software is protected with US and EU patents - US 9372989 B2 and 
EP 2 767 923 A3, and the trademark.
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Rewards

ROMAD has received a number of prestigious awards:

 } Key innovator, according to the MarketsandMarkets agency report 
  “Endpoint detection and response market global forecast to 2021” 13

 }  Enterprise ROMAD version for (business-to-business) B2B has gained its reputation in 
Malaysia and Ukraine.

  Our site for the B2B customers is: https://romad-systems.com

 } Security Shark Tank® Cupertino winner in 2016 11

 } Shark Tank® San Francisco winner in 2017 12.

Shark Tank® San Francisco 2017
WINNER
CISOs present:

 z Colin Anderson, CISO, Levi Strauss & Co.
 z Meg Anderson, VP & CISO, Principal
 z Tom	Baltis,	VP,	Chief	Technology	Risk	Officer	&	CISO,	Delta	Dental	

Insurance Company
 z Devon Bryan, CISO, Federal Reserve System
 z David Cass, VP & Global CISO, IBM Cloud & SaaS
 z Curtis Coleman, VP & CISO, Seagate Technology
 z Daniel Conroy, CISO, Synchrony Financial
 z Rajesh David, Director of Information Security and Architecture, 

GE Capital
 z Mylan Frank Fischer, EVP & CSO, Deutsche Boerse
 z Ajit Gaddam, Chief Architect, Visa
 z Manish Khera, Senior Director, Royal Bank of Canada
 z Mike Molinaro, CISO, BioReference Laboratories
 z David Peach, CISO, The Economist Group

«ROMAD’s technology is impressive in both its simplicity and innovation. 
This new approach to endpoint protection has the potential to bring 
real value to the enterprise»
Matt Hollcraft, CISO for Maxim Integrated

https://romad-systems.com
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Partners

ERC (Enhanced Resource Company, https://erc.ua/ )  
 z professional distributor in Ukraine since 1995
 z leading Value Added Distributor in CIS and Eastern Europe trusted by more than 1000 partners
 z professional services in testing, education, setup, deployment and support
 z more than 40 distributing contracts from the world leading companies in portfolio

IT-Integrator  http://it-integrator.ua 
 z one of the biggest Ukrainian system integrators, the market leader 
 z the company was founded 5th of December, 2000
 z the huge product list and high competence in IT

«M.E.Doc» (My Electronic Document, https://medoc.ua ) 
 z the largest Ukrainian accounting software making company

Softlist  http://softlist.com.ua/ 
 z on of the leading software providers in Ukraine
 z the company was founded in 2004
 z more	than	85%	stuff	is	certified;
 z more than 160 vendors and 1500 products in the Internet store

IT Escort  (http://it-escort.com.ua/)

 z large Ukrainian system integrator
 z provides IT and cybersecurity integrated solutions for the businesses
 z full-cycle deployment starting from system design and ending with the after-warranty service 

support

https://erc.ua/
https://erc.ua/
http://it-integrator.ua
http://it-integrator.ua
https://medoc.ua
https://medoc.ua
http://softlist.com.ua
http://softlist.com.ua
http://it-escort.com.ua/
http://it-escort.com.ua/
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How ROMAD Endpoint Defense works

Technically ROMAD contains the two big subsystems:

 z Multi-tier filtering system	-	filters	the	system	calls
 z Malware GenomeТМ database - implements the bioinformatics algorithms to search for the 

behavioral malware “DNA”s.

Let us describe the subsystems in a bit more detail.

Multi-tier filtering system intercepts the system calls in OS Windows. The OS generates from 5k 
up to 300k system calls per second. There is a need for a mechanism that will allow to exclude the 
100%	“safe”	system	calls	from	the	deep	inspection.	The	multi-tier	filtering	system	will	do	the	stack	
unwinding	for	each	system	call	to	determine	its	origins.	The	filtering	system	will	allow	the	system	
call to go through if the system call meets two conditions:

 z the system call is generated from the legitimate process that contains the valid digital 
signatures

 z the process address space is free from any “anomalies”

This is what makes ROMAD work so fast.

The word “anomaly” was not explained yet. Let us take the fresh Windows installation as an 
example. Let’s consider the Internet Explorer (IE) as the process of interest. The modules within the 
address space have the valid digital signatures. There are no any “anomalies”. Let us imagine the 
user wants to install some add-on such as Adblock Plus. The IE will still become legit as the add-on 
contains a valid digital signature from Eyeo GmbH. But should the user pick up some other add-on 
without the digital signature, ROMAD Endpoint Defense will no longer trust IE. This is because the 
process address space now contains the untrusted module(s). 

Let us make the situation even more complicated. Let us suppose there was an inject into the 
IE. It often happens when some malware such as Zeus, Emotet, Dridex and so on infects the 
PC. ROMAD Endpoint Defense will notice the inject. Now this is the anomaly. ROMAD Endpoint 
Defense will no longer trust IE since its process address space now contains some memory with 
the shellcode. Can ROMAD Endpoint Defense block any IE actions based on that? Well, no. ROMAD 
Endpoint Defense will not generally block any injects as this is a legit technique. Even OS Windows 
uses them pretty often.
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Yet even an inject is not the worst possible case. Many exploits such as Adobe Flash-based, MS 
Silverlight-based, pure javascript based and so on do not need the inject. They appear right within 
the process address space. The classic AV is helpless here. But not ROMAD Endpoint Defense! 
As ROMAD Endpoint Defense analyzes each system call of each process, it is able to determine 
that	the	exploited	process	can	no	longer	be	trusted.	It	is	necessary	to	pass	the	specific	system	
calls for the deep inspection:

The sankey diagram above demonstrates how ROMAD Endpoint Defense stopped the shellcode 
of	CVE-2016-4117.	The	multi-tier	filtering	system	had	selected	the	system	calls	with	the	harmful	
potential. These system calls were scheduled for the deeper inspection. The inspection occurs 
within the detector that contains the Malware GenomeТМ database.
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This is how the general flow of the system calls looks like: 

Let us study the Malware GenomeТМ database. ROMAD Endpoint Defense detector uses 
bioinformatics algorithms to search for the malware “DNA”s within the flow of the system calls. 
The	flow	is	being	pre-processed	with	the	multi-tier	filtering	system.	The	pre-processed	array	of	the	
system calls is being structured into the “frames”. A frame is the description of the system calls 
array in ROMAD Endpoint Defense internal format. The detector is able to aggregate frames on 
per-thread or per-process basis. If there is even a single system call missing, the frame will not 
signal an alarm. Each Genetic SequenceТМ contains one or more frames. The set of the Genetic 
SequencesТМ forms the Malware GenomeТМ.
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Malware GenomeТМ descriptions are completely immune to the polymorphism problem which is a 
curse for a classic AV. The following diagram demonstrates it:

The	data	was	taken	from	the	ESET	NOD32	official	website	from	2016	up	to	201814. We compare the 
number of signatures the ESET NOD32 had to issue versus the number of Genetic SequencesТМ 
ROMAD had to issue. E.g. NOD32 had to push 18530 signatures for the malware family called 
Crowti while ROMAD Endpoint Defense had pushed only 7. Any classic AV would do no better. 
The ESET NOD32 was taken as an example because the company is one of the few who actually 
publishes some raw statistics which is good. 
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The ROMAD Endpoint Defense user interface (UI) is extremely simple. The vast majority of the end 
users are not the experts in cybersecurity, so should not dwell too deep into the project settings. 
Thus the next generation antivirus should be as simple as possible. There is a screenshot of the 
enterprise version that blocks Petya (more on that below): 

The	malware	process	 is	 terminated.	The	file	 is	moved	to	 the	quarantine.	No	user	 interaction	 is	
required.

Use-case: petya/notpetya/badrabbit/mamba/redboot
Let us take an example of the malware behavioral “DNA”. Let us study the following ransomware 
families:	 petya/notpetya,	 badrabbit/mamba	 и	 redboot.	 These	 families	 were	 created	 by	 the	
(supposedly) completely different cybercrime groups. The underlying technologies of the malware 
families are different: 

 z Petya/NotPetya rewrites the MBR/VBR via WinAPI: CreateFile(\\\\.\\PhysicalDrive0) + 
WriteFile.

 z BadRabbit/Mamba uses the legitimate software DiskCryptor 
 z RedBoot uses AutoIt which is also the legitimate software used for the testing process 

automation. RedBoot also uses nasm to compile its own MBR loader binary code right on 
the end user’s PC. 
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What do these technologies have in common? Thanks to the bioinformatics approach, ROMAD 
Endpoint Defense uses the longest common subsequences (LCS) from the system calls logs. Thus 
it is able to extract the commonalities between the different malware families: 

The resulting LCS is not so big, theoretically we might have the false positives. However thanks to the 
multi-tier	filtering	system,	ROMAD	Endpoint	Defense	is	able	to	distinguish	between	the	legit	process	
writing to the MBR (such as Windows itself, Acronis, Paragon, WinHEX, etc) and the malware.

Use-case: cryptocurrency miners
The upcoming cybercrime wave in 2018 are cryptomining trojans. They do not cause so much 
harm compared to ransomware, however they do use the PC resources exhaustively. This may 
lead to an out-of-order repair of the CPU, RAM or GPU. It may also lead to the data corruption due 
to the hardware faults.
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Let us study a somewhat unexpected example: Wannamine. Wannamine is the malware, that 
is used to mine Monero cryptocurrency. There are many similar malware families out there: 
Dark Test, CoinMiner, NeksMiner, etc. The income from the malware campaigns may be pretty 
decent: up to 200 000$ per year. Wannamine uses the same lateral movement exploits as the 
notorious WannaCry: 

Two completely different malware families are using the same behavioral sequence. ROMAD 
Endpoint Defense is able to describe each of them individually and this is what was done. 
ROMAD Endpoint Defense as well is able to extract the commonalities between the families 
such as EternalBlue exploit.
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The blockchain technology usage

There is a widespread belief the AV companies are writing the computer viruses themselves to 
earn more money on the end users. This happens mostly because of the information shortage. 
The end users very rarely have the opportunity to trace the malware roots and see the picture on 
the global scale. 

ROMAD brings honesty and transparency to the cybersecurity.

ROMAD makes otherwise inaccessible information public. ROMAD Endpoint Defense will write 
the	 successfully	 repelled	malware	 attack	 data	 on	 the	 blockchain.	Hash	 from	 the	 virus	 file,	 the	
timestamp, the amount of money withdrawn, everything will be written on the blockchain. The 
blockchain will contain the data in the depersonalized form. Some parts of the software will 
explicitly become open source for the purpose of trust. 

The	information	will	be	freely	accessible	and	verifiable	by	any	independent	specialist.	The	RBDT’s	
owners	can	also	verify	their	benefits	in	accordance	with	the	data	written	on	the	blockchain.	

ROMAD is the pioneer to make such the sensitive information become public. The blockchain 
technology usage will essentially ruin one more barrier between the end user and the big business.

ROMAD Blockchain design principles

It is generally accepted to think the 1.0 blockchain implementation is Bitcoin. 2.0 implementation 
is Ethereum. However from the consensus point of view there is no difference between 1.0 and 2.0 
as they both use Proof of Work (PoW) algorithm.

In general the “blockchain 3.0” term is more marketing than technical. The “3.0” is to underline the 
movement towards the speed and less electricity consumption.

ROMAD blockchain will be implemented with the following design principles in mind:

1. Performance. Due to the mathematical model ROMAD specialists have created (please refer 
to the “Participation	in	finance	distribution” section) there are 0.65 attacks on the hypothetical 
worldwide endpoint on average. Due to planned tokens distribution (please refer to the “Tokens 
distribution” section) of 1 bil we get the peak workload of 251 malware attacks per second. 
There are no PoW-based blockchains out there that can handle this transactions rate.

2. Power consumption. One more issue of the PoW-based blockchains is the power consumption. 
It is calculated the mining now consumes more kWt*h than certain countries55. It is wise to 
remember the huge portion of the electricity comes from the non-renewable sources such as 
coal, gas or nuclear. This is why PoW-based approach should be discouraged in the long run.

3. Disk space. This is a serious issue for the PoS-based consensuses. The digital signatures are starting 
to	consume	a	significant	part	within	the	transaction	record.	This	is	a	disk	space	that	could	be	used	
for something else. This is especially important for ROMAD Endpoint Defense as the blockchain is 
going to grow. The more malware attacks, the more users are there, the faster the growth is.

4. True decentralization. PoS consensuses are often blamed for a potential centralization. The 
token	owners	that	hold	a	significant	token	amounts	can	impose	their	decisions.	

5. Sabotage counteraction. Any blockchain including ROMAD’s one is only needed when it contains 
no garbage data. 
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The design principles are displayed in the cumulative table below for the reader’ convenience.

Technology Consensus Speed Decentralization Sabotage possibility Disk space usage

ROMAD PoA/PoR fast strong difficult small

Bitcoin PoW slow strong difficult 2 small

Ethereum PoW 1 slow strong difficult 2 small

NEO dPoS fast weak possible 3 significant

For the implementation plans please refer to the “ROMAD roadmap” section.

Model

ROMAD blockchain is based on a hybrid Proof-of-Authority (PoA) and Proof-of-Reputation (PoR) 
model: 

1 - true while Casper is not deployed
2 - the attacker must have more than 51% of the computational power
3 - no punishment for the sabotage
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ROMAD Endpoint Defense will write a record on the blockchain that contains the malware family 
name and the license key when the malware is detected and blocked. 

Proof-of-Authority has the highest transactions processing speed and a high scalability. ROMAD 
Endpoint Defense will also use PoA to combat the garbage messages.

Authorities are the trusted nodes that have a fast CPU and GPU. They must also have enough disk 
space to store the ROMAD’s blockchain and a high-bandwidth Internet connection. They must be 
present	online	24/7.	To	become	an	Authority,	one	has	to	go	through	the	ROMAD’s	verification.	

Authorities	are	performing	the	two-stage	verification	for	the	blockchain	record	correctness.

The first stage is to verify the record format. The badly formatted records will not be digitally 
signed by the Authority. These are the messages that cannot be originated by ROMAD Endpoint 
Defense software and are considered harmful.

The second stage	is	the	use	of	the	statistics	classifiers	to	look	for	an	abnormal	behavior.	This	can	
be, e.g., an extremely frequent generation of the valid records from a single node. 

After PoA has made its part of the job, the PoR is used. Proof-of-Reputation model allows to 
complete a transaction using a common decision of the nodes with the highest reputation. 
At this stage the digital signature of the PoA and other formal record signs (license key, fee 
amount, etc) are verified. 

The hybrid model is used to avoid a potential centralization. At the same time the model allows to 
process the transactions at the high speed. 

The PoA/PoR-based hybrid model also consumes far less power than any PoW-based consensus. 

dBFT

ROMAD uses Delegated Byzantine Fault Tolerant (dBFT)83 consensus for its Proof-of-Reputation 
stage. This is a similar to NEO56 and Tendermint57 consensus type. The ROMAD PoR model has the 
following node types:

1.	Ordinary	Nodes	-	these	are	the	token	owners	that	can	vote	for	a	specific	delegate	(UpVote)	or	
can	vote	against	a	specific	delegate	(DownVote).
2. Delegates are the nodes that verify and sign each transactions block. They get their reward for 
the	verification.	To	become	a	delegate	one	has	to	meet	a	set	of	requirements:	enough	HDD	space,	
a dedicated high-bandwidth Internet connection, a powerful CPU and GPU. 

One must register to become a delegate. The registration is a special transaction. After the node 
has been registered as the delegate, the other nodes will therefore immediately know about it. 

Each	transactions	block	in	the	dBFT	model	is	verified	by	a	number	of	delegates.	The	scheme	looks	
as following:  

1.	The	speaker	is	selected	among	the	delegates.	The	speaker	is	the	one	who	calculates	the	final	
approve. The speaker selection is a deterministic process. There is a certain time slot when each 
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delegate may become a speaker. The speaker’s reputation plays an important role - the higher the 
reputation is, the more often a given delegate will become a speaker. 
2.	The	other	delegates	are	the	verificators.	
3.	Each	transactions	block	is	verified	with	the	help	of	consensus.	For	each	transactions	block	to	be	
confirmed,	it	must	have	been	signed	by	at	least	n-f	digital	signatures,	where	f	=		(n−1)	/	3, where 
n	is	the	quantity	of	the	verificators	that	participate	in	the	consensus.	

The algorithm description would be incomplete without mentioning the Nothing-at-Stake 
problem84.	 The	Nothing-at-Stake	 problem	 appears	when	 one	 or	many	 verificators	 compromise	
the	entire	system	 integrity	by	confirming	the	false	 transactions.	The	problem	exists	as	 there	 is	
no punishment for the wrong decisions. A common practice to combat the issue is to require a 
deposit57.	The	verificator	is	forced	to	freeze	a	certain	portion	of	the	tokens	until	it	is	determined	that	
the	verified	transaction	did	not	cause	any	conflicts	on	the	blockchain.	

ROMAD does not have any plans to use the deposit to solve the Nothing-at-Stake problem. ROMAD 
Endpoint Defense is free. Therefore any deposit requirements would be in the contradiction with 
the	company	principals.	The	token	owner	shall	have	no	additional	expenses	to	become	a	verificator.	
The obvious exception are the costs for the hardware requirements.

Reputation

ROMAD uses the reputation instead the deposits. Each token owner can vote for a delegate:
1. The token owner can vote for a single delegate only;
2. The delegate reputation is calculated:

P=B	*	Q,
where	P	 is	the	delegate	reputation,	Q	 is	the	general	RBDT	amount,	a	cumulative	amount	of	the	
tokens that belong to the token owners that voted for a selected delegate, B is the delegate history.
3. No tokens are actually transferred to the delegate, thus preventing a PoS-like centralization.
4. A token owner cannot vote for many delegates as this lowers their responsibility for their voting.
5.	The	delegate	reputation	uses	Q	parameter	that	accumulates	all	the	RBDTs	from	all	the	token	
owners who voted for the delegate. The speeds up the token owners reaction when the delegate 
misbehaves.

The	token	owners	may	see	the	verificators	harmful	actions	and	may	downvote	them.	The	system	
cannot rely on the human factor in this case, therefore the consensus algorithm contains the 
automatic penalty algorithm. 

Once	the	delegate	has	no	votes	at	all,	the	Q	parameter	becomes	zero	and	they	are	no	longer	eligible	
to	participate	in	the	consensus	as	a	speaker	and	a	verificator.	

Consensus and penalty

ROMAD	 consensus	 implementation	 is	 round	 based.	 The	 verificators	 are	 processing	 a	 single	
transactions block for a single round. The transactions block processing operation is globally 
atomic. Once the round is over the block is either complete or not. Once the transactions block is 
complete, the blockchain is immediately using it (unlike PoS/Casper)85.

1. During the process of the distributed system operation each node creates the broadcast 
transactions. Each transaction is signed with the digital signature.
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2. The delegates are storing the transactions. Each delegate has a full ROMAD blockchain copy. 

3. When there is a certain number of the unprocessed transaction within the blockchain, each 
delegate	node	starts	a	deterministic	algorithm	to	select	an	identifier	for	the	upcoming	speaker.	

4. The delegates are watching over the blockchain. Therefore they know whose turn is it to create a 
transaction block. If the delegate  tries to avoid the queue, this will be punished with the reputation 
downvoting. 

5.	 The	delegate	with	the	identifier	becomes	a	speaker	and	creates	the	digitally	signed	transactions	
block.  

6.	 If	for	any	reason	the	delegate	with	the	identifier	is	unable	to	create	the	transactions	block,	the	
amount	of	the	transaction	grows	and	the	identifier	goes	to	the	next	delegate.	

7. The transactions block is digitally signed by the speaker and is being broadcasted to the other 
verificators.	

8. Once obtained, this broadcasted transactions block is check for the correctness by the other 
verificators.	

9.	 The	verificators	are	accepting	 the	broadcasted	 transactions	block.	ROMAD	plans	 to	use	 the	
cutting edge technologies for the threshold signatures58 based on elliptic curves or post quantum 
algorithms to save the precious disk space.

10. If there is a rogue speaker detected during the voting process, the blockchain nodes are 
downvoting their reputation exponentially. 2 mistakes will lead to the 7 times reputation decrease. 
3 mistakes to 55 times reputation decrease. 11 mistakes will completely nullify the reputation even 
if 500 mil of RBDTs have voted for the selected candidate.
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Competitive advantages

ROMAD is to go its heavy way to the market full of competitors. These are classic AVs, some 
altcoin offerings and the next-generation solutions (NGAVs). We are going to study all of them.

Let us begin with the classic AVs:

Solution Price

ROMAD Endpoint Defense  FREE *

Symantec Endpoint Protection 24$

McAfee 40,09$

ESET NOD 26$

Avira 28,25$

Avast 19$

BitDefender 34,99$

The ROMAD distribution model is one of the key competitive advantages. The similar breakthrough 
model allowed Avast to penetrate the classic AVs market in 2010 25. The freemium idea suggested 
by Avast means the end users are paying for the premium functionality while the baseline product 
is free. In ROMAD scenario the end users are paying for the result, enjoying the full power of the 
next-generation AV meanwhile. Please refer to the “ROMAD platform overview” for more details. 
The distribution model would not have been created without the blockchain. Please refer to the 
“The blockchain technology usage” section for more details.

Solution
CPU consumption during 

file scan
RAM consumption during 

file scan (Mb)

ROMAD Endpoint Defense ** 5-18% 10-50

Symantec Endpoint Protection 90-98% 50-76

McAfee 65-92% 12-168

ESET NOD 52-91% 17-22

Avira 12-54% 26-46

Avast 60-89% 18-24 

BitDefender 92-98% 300-320

ROMAD Endpoint Defense was created with the performance in mind. ROMAD company made all 
efforts possible to ensure ROMAD Endpoint Defense consumes as little PC resources as possible.

* - the end users are paying for the successfully repelled malware attack only, no more than the equivalent 
of 12$ per annum
**	-	ROMAD	Endpoint	Defense	protects	the	system	in	real	time,	no	file	scan	is	required
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Solution File scan
Malware 
behavior 

sequencing
Hourly updates

AI to combat 0-day 
threats

Blockchain for 
transparency

ROMAD Endpoint Defense  *

Symantec Endpoint 
Protection

McAfee

ESET NOD

Avira

Avast

BitDefender

It	is	an	axiom	nowadays	the	classic	AVs	core	technology	which	is	a	file	attribution	has	failed	1, 2, 3.The 
question was examined heavily in “Why classic AVs do not work” and “How ROMAD Endpoint Defense 
works” sections. The future belongs to some other technologies. ROMAD Endpoint Defense Malware 
GenomeTM sequencing technology looks pretty promising, for example.

This is the time to mention the altcoin offerings: 

Solution
Has a proven and selling 

technology
Next-Gen AV 

(NGAV) 
Own blockchain 
implementation

ROMAD Endpoint Defense  24

Polyswarm

Uncloak

Aceso

Remark:
 	-	insufficient	data

It	is	truly	difficult	to	combat	malware	effectively.	It	is	difficult	to	invent	something	new	and	it	is	even	
more	difficult	to	make	it	work.	EMA	report24 proves it. There are no new vendors in the cybersecurity. 
There are no new ideas. The years of the fundamental R&D required to come up with something 
meaningful. 

Please refer to the “The blockchain technology usage” section for more details about the ROMAD 
own blockchain implementation. 

There are classic AVs. There are aggregators of the classic AVs like Polyswarm. There are the next-
generation antiviruses (NGAVs).

*	-	planned	in	Q4	2018,	Q2	2019,	see	«ROMAD Roadmap». Also see «Preventing 0-day threats»
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Solution Consumer (b2c)/Enterprise (b2b)

ROMAD Endpoint Defense b2c/b2b 

Bromium b2b

Carbon Black b2b

CounterTack b2b

Crowdstrike b2b

Cyberbit b2b

Cybereason b2b

Cylance b2b

Deep Instinct b2b

EnSilo b2b

Endgame b2b

Invincea b2b

LastLine b2b

Nyotron b2b

Palo Alto TRAPS b2b

SecDo b2b

SentinelOne b2b

Tanium b2b

TrendMicro XGen b2b

Microsoft Defender ATP* b2b 

As it is shown on the table above, the next generation solutions are exclusively concentrated on the 
business-to-business (b2b) segment. ROMAD Endpoint Defense is a single player to penetrate the 
business-to-consumer (b2c) segment within the NGAV niche. 

However there is an extended table for the curious readers to compare ROMAD Endpoint Defense 
to a number of the next-generation solutions:

* - do not mix with the classic free AV Windows Defender
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Solution
Uses behavior 

analysis

Quality of the behavior 

analysis implementation

Requires constant 

connection to the 

cloud

FP-prone
Remediation/

Rollback

ROMAD Endpoint 

Defense

Bromium  36

Carbon Black  44, 45  35

CounterTack  44  26

Crowdstrike  45  29  26

Cyberbit  37

Cybereason  44, 47   38

Cylance  28, 30  33

Deep Instinct  42  42

EnSilo  48   39

Endgame  40

Invincea  49

LastLine  50  43

Nyotron  51  41

Palo Alto TRAPS  52  29  34

SecDo

SentinelOne  45  28, 29  31

Tanium  45, 53

TrendMicro XGen  54  29  26  26, 27  32

Microsoft Defender ATP  

Remarks:
  - not applicable
 	-	insufficient	data

It is sad to say the NGAVs market is even more unfriendly to its potential customers than the 
classic AVs one. This is simply a lack of information. Sometimes it is impossible to get the product 
even	being	an	enterprise	customer.	When	we	are	unable	to	get	the	minimal	sufficient	amount	of	
data, the question mark was put.

The	classic	AVs	share	the	same	core	technology	-	file	scan.	There	is	no	single	core	technology	for	
the NGAVs. Some solutions are not using the behavioral analysis at all.
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One typical scenario is 24/7 connection to the cloud. The NGAV client should be in a constant touch 
with the cloud. No connection breaks. The telemetry flow from the client to the cloud allows the 
ruling subsystems to make the decisions in real time. The weak spot here is obviously 24/7 uptime 
requirement. Imagine a scenario where Alice downloads some document with the virus. Alice does 
not open it immediately. Instead she decides to open it while in a business trip. The connection is 
bad, therefore the cloud-based solution simply misses the threat. Alice’s PC becomes infected.

ROMAD Endpoint Defense does not require 24/7 uptime. It does not even require an hourly updates 
like	classic	AVs.	An	update	once	per	month	is	sufficient.

False positives are also important. The false positive is happening when the solution falsely alerts 
on the legitimate software. Classic AVs are also prone to FPs, but not that much. As a rule of 
thumb	 the	most	 false	positive	prone	are	 the	solutions	 that	use	 the	artificial	 intelligence	 (AI)	 to	
combat malware. Therefore their deployment is only possible within the enterprise environment 
where	certified	systems	administrators	are	able	to	determine	the	root	cause	and	eliminate	it.	

Strange as it may seem, the next generation solutions are not always able to detect the malware 
before the irreversible harm is caused to the system. Imagine the ransomware that starts encrypting 
the	files.	Somewhere	in	between	an	NGAV	catches	up.	However	what	is	it	going	to	do	with	the	files	
that were already encrypted? The rollback functionality helps here.

ROMAD Endpoint Defense has a developed ability to perform the system’s rollback and remediation. 
Malware GenomeTM database is thoroughly created in a way to block the malware before any 
irreversible damage is made. Or it is also possible to rollback some changes once the malware is 
detected. Please refer to “How ROMAD Endpoint Defense works” for more information.
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Preventing 0-day threats
ROMAD team foresees the upcoming malware sophistication. The different researches predict the 
malware	will	sooner	or	later	start	using	some	artificial	intelligence	(AI)	elements	15. ROMAD next 
generation antivirus will protect its users from all known malware families. ROMAD will also build 
a community-based joint sensor network to combat 0-day malware families in the future.

The possible overview of the upcoming AI-enhanced defense system is shown below:

ROMAD Endpoint Defense downloads the Malware GenomeТМ database after the installation. The 
database contains the Genetic and Generic SequencesТМ and will contain the fast machine learning 
(ML)	classifiers.

ROMAD Endpoint Defense will use the multi-layered defense algorithm to detect 0-days with no 
detection-gap and minimal CPU usage. 

ROMAD Genetic SequencesТМ are stable and compact behavioral representations of the different 
malware	families.	They	create	the	first	layer	of	defense.

ROMAD Generic SequencesТМ describe the common patterns across the different malware families. 
Sometimes they will be able to protect against 0-day threats. This is the second layer of defense. 
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The	third	layer	of	defense	are	fast	machine	learning	classifiers.	They	are	the	most	lightweight	and	
compact	ML	models	that	are	based	on	ROMAD’s	unique	expert	knowledge.	The	fast	ML	classifiers	
are working on the client side as well as Genetic and Generic SequencesТМ.	The	classifiers	are	
making their decisions for much less than one second.  

The	process	is	suspended	while	ML	classifier	is	working	to	prevent	any	potential	damage.	

However sometimes even this multi-layered defense is not enough and therefore the data needs 
to be sent to the cloud. 

ROMAD Cloud servers are going to work with the run-time attributes transmitted by the clients. They 
are going to be the most complex ML models that will use Deep Neural Networks, Convolutional 
Deep Neural Networks and Long-Short Term Memory that require lots of CPU/RAM power. At the 
same time they have the best potential to give the correct answer.

ROMAD Cloud servers are to give the verdict: is the given process malicious or not. If it is, ROMAD 
Endpoint Defense will terminate it. 

ROMAD	Endpoint	Defense	 telemetry	 is	going	 to	contain	 the	file	 itself	 (if	 the	end	user	 explicitly	
allows it), the run-time attributes and some depersonalized data. 

ROMAD	Cloud	servers	will	automatically	train	the	fast	ML	classifiers	and	push	the	updates	to	
the clients. 

The biggest job is done on the client where ROMAD Genetic and Generic SequencesТМ are being 
used.	The	fast	ML	classifiers	will	be	used	from	time	to	time	when	a	new	0-day	threat	appears.	
ROMAD Cloud servers will be used very seldom, just in the most complex cases.

As	the	time	goes	by,	the	fast	ML	classifiers	parameters	are	going	to	be	updated	less	and	less	often.	
There will be less and less telemetry transmitted and even less work for ROMAD Cloud. As a result 
the community will get the high performing low-latency system.
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Secure ROMAD cryptowallet
ROMAD possess a technology to combat malware on a new level. This, however, does not prevent 
from	suggesting	some	specific	solutions	that	ROMAD	technology	can	also	support.

The common practice within the blockchain community is to use the Ethereum-based cryptowallets. 
It is important to remember that each member is solely responsible for their own digital assets in 
the decentralized systems. Once the access data is lost for some reason, the digital assets are as 
well lost forever without any recovery possibility.

Ergo it is logical to assume the cryptowallet owner is going to put the maximum efforts towards 
securing the access data. However what one would do in a scenario when their own PC is 
silently compromised?

MITM (Man-In-The-Middle) is a technology the banking malware is actively using 59, 60. The user 
thinks they are operating with the data they see with their own eyes, however the data is tampered 
by a malware already. There is a subset of the attack called MITB (Man-In-The-Browser) 61, 62 where 
some pretty advanced system programming techniques and the social engineering is being used. 
MITB is used to mislead the user when working with the popular web browsers such as Microsoft 
Internet Explorer, Microsoft Edge, Mozilla FireFox, Google Chrome and some others.

The ongoing cryptocurrency rise could not go unnoticed by the cybercrime. There are numerous 
malware families actively hunting for the cryptowallets:

 z Windows-based: CryptoShuffler 63, ComboJack 64, SpriteCoin 65, SovietMiner 66, ComboJack 67

 z Mobile-based: ExoBot 68, BankBot 69, Marhcer 70, Mazar 71

This list is far from being complete 82.

There is a widespread belief the hardware-based cryptowallets 72 are able to provide the security. 
Unfortunately this is just a myth. A number of the fatal security flaws was demonstrated 73, 74, 75. 
The easiest attack required just a single code line replacement to become successful. 

There is no paper-based or hardware-based wallet to protect against MITM or MITB technologies 
the malware is using. 

Keeping in mind the severity of the problem, some projects started offering so called “statistical 
profiles”	 76 87 88.	 A	 statistical	 profile	 is	 a	way	 to	 determine	 an	 abnormal	 activity	 based	 on	 the	
statistical data. Fortunately or unfortunately Ethereum as any other cryptocurrency is a fully 
decentralized system. The transactions flow within the blockchain is regulated by the consensus 
algorithms	only.	Therefore	it	is	impossible	for	the	statistical	profiles	backed	solutions	to	block	
these transactions in real time. 

It is extremely hard to block77 the digital assets once they have gone from the cryptowallet. 
Therefore the right strategy is to combat the MITM/MITB technology malware is using.

The classic approach is to build a sandbox in this case. There are different sandboxing models 
starting from the pretty simple ones 78 up to the very sophisticated solutions like Bromium 79 
that	are	hardware-assisted.	The	specific	hardware	 is	 required	 to	support	 the	solution	such	as	
Intel VT-x 80 instruction set or its analogue from AMD. The problem with the simple sandboxing 
model is the trivial bypass. The problem with the sophisticated solution is the abnormal resource 
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consumption 81. However the main disadvantage of the sandbox is the passive protection. The 
attacker may try different combinations and approaches to bypass the sandbox and the sandbox 
is not going to block this activity in any way. 

ROMAD Endpoint Defense will have a lightweight sandbox with the active protection. ROMAD 
Endpoint Defense intercepts all system calls within the operating system. For more details please 
refer to the “How ROMAD Endpoint Defense works” section. The process that ROMAD Endpoint 
Defense is protecting will behave like a sophisticated sandbox implementation. The main difference 
is no resource consumption. At the same time ROMAD Endpoint Defense will inspect all access 
requests to the protected process for the malware behavior patterns. In case when the pattern is 
detected, the benign process is blocked. The dangerous access pattern in our scenario may be 
even a simple read access to the protected process address space. This access shall be blocked 
as well. This is how the active protection works.

The lightweight sandbox with the active protection is only possible for the standalone Ethereum 
implementation. This cannot be some DLL within some popular web browser address space. 
ROMAD will have to develop a standalone Ethereum implementation with the security in mind. 
This will be a cryptowallet the TGE participats will be able to store the RBDTs or any other altcoins. 
The protected cryptowallet will become a part of ROMAD Endpoint Defense suite.
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*	Windows	is	planned	for	Q4	2018;	Android	is	planned	Q4	2019,	see	“ROMAD Roadmap” section

It will also be possible to export the encrypted backup to the external devices.

The results are displayed in the cumulative table below for the reader’ convenience.

Продукт Has a sandbox Used in b2c
Sophisticated

implementation
Abnormal resource 

consumption

ROMAD Endpoint Defense  *  

Bromium

Sentinelprotocol

For the implementation plans please refer to the “ROMAD roadmap” section.
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ROMAD platform overview
How it works

The tokens owner’s cabinet is located on the website https://romad.io. The cabinet will allow to 
perform and monitor the necessary operations. 

During the TGE the participators will be able to (i) place the information regarding the sum transferred 
for the ROMAD Defense tokens in the owner’s cabinet; (ii) make an application for a beta-version of 
ROMAD Endpoint Defense; (iii) obtain software license to dispose it on their own will. 

When the TGE is over, the token owner can manage the Defense tokens and licenses for ROMAD 
Endpoint	Defense.	The	 token	owner	will	 also	be	able	 to	see	 the	benefits	 from	 the	 third	parties	
licenses usage in the tokens owner’s cabinet.

The mobile version of the tokens owner’s cabinet will be released soon after the TGE is over.

How to use the ROMAD’s license

The	Defense	token	gives	you	the	ability	to	protect	your	own	devices	and	get	the	benefit.

To	be	able	to	get	the	benefit,	you	have	to	freeze	your	ERC-20	tokens	on	the	company’s	cryptowallet.	
This will be done in the tokens owner’s cabinet. Once you have freezed your ERC-20 tokens, there 
are a bunch of options available:

 z you can protect your own devices
 z you can distribute the license keys manually (e.g. to your friends or via the social media)
 z you can pass the license keys to the ROMAD Marketplace

 

How to protect your own PC

Let us use an example. Imagine Alice. Alice is a token owner. She bought 5000 ERC-20 Defense 
tokens on ROMAD TGE. Now she wants to protect her own PCs. To be able to do this she needs to 
freeze ERC-20 tokens on the company’s cryptowallet.

She goes to https://romad.io that contains the tokens owner’s cabinet. She freezes her 5000 ERC-
20 tokens there. She gets 5000 ROMAD’s Endpoint Defense license keys. 

Now she can use one or many of the license keys to protect her devices. 

Alice	 can	 pay	 for	 the	 malware	 attacks	 repelled	 in	 a	 number	 of	 ways.	 She	 can	 use	 fiat	 or	
cryptocurrencies. Or she can even use RBDT(s) to pay. In the last case she loses her ability to 
get	the	benefits	from	the	token	owning.	The	token	that	was	paid	for	the	repelled	attacks	goes	to	
ROMAD pool. The license behind the token goes to the licenses pool. As Alice has paid with the 
token, she no longer owns it.

https://romad.io
https://romad.io
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How to distribute your license

Now	Alice	also	wants	to	get	the	benefits	out	of	her	ERC-20	tokens.	Remember,	she	already	had	
used some of the license keys for her own protection, but there are many more remaining. So she 
wants Bob and Carol to use the ROMAD Endpoint Defense. 

She goes to https://romad.io and chooses any two available licenses out of her 5000 items list. 
Alice passes the links to the software and the licenses keys to Bob and Carol via tha tokens owner’s 
cabinet. Once ROMAD is deployed on Bob’s and Carol’s PCs, Alice will see the related statistics and 
will get 60% of the amount for attack repelled.  

In	case	Alice	is	willing	to	attract	more	people,	she	can	place	the	banner	in	her	web-traffic	source.	
The banner will be available in the tokens owner’s cabinet.

How to pass your license to the ROMAD Marketplace

Suppose Alice is too busy and does not have any time for the manual distribution of the program. 
No problem! She can delegate it to ROMAD. Alice just passes her licenses to ROMAD Marketplace 
via the tokens owner’s cabinet and gets her 40% of the amount for the each malware attack repelled. 

This is the company’s responsibility to push ROMAD Endpoint Defense to the market.

ROMAD is going to perform a massive AirDrop campaign for ROMAD Endpoint Defense, please 
refer to the “Market capacity” and “ROMAD Roadmap” sections for more details.

How to invite the end users

The banner will be available for the token owners in the tokens owner’s cabinet. 

Suppose Alice is willing to devote some time to the manual distribution. So she needs the banner 
to	place	it	in	her	social	profiles,	websites,	forums,	etc.	

Once anyone had clicked on the banner, they are being redirected to the ROMAD website to get the 
free copy of the software. The end user have to enter their email on the website and the system 
will send the link to the software and the license key. The license key is taken from Alice’s pool of 
the keys. Alice will see the process in her tokens owner’s cabinet.

 

https://romad.io
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RBDT’s economy
Win-Win strategy

ROMAD creates the platform where everyone wins.

The end users are getting the ability to enjoy the next-generation antivirus (NGAV) technology for 
free. Please refer to the “Competitive advantages” section of the document for more information.

The	Defense	token	owner	will	get	their	benefits	from	the	fee	for	the	successfully	repelled	malware	
attacks. The more license keys are activated means more malware attacks repelled, means more 
benefits	for	the	token	owner.

The Defense token owners have two options regarding distribution of payments from the attack 
repealed:

 z 60% of the fee (in ETH to your cryptowallet) if you distribute it manually.
 z  40% of the fee (in ETH to your cryptowallet) if you pass it to the ROMAD Marketplace.
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Participation in finance distribution 

1. RoBust Defense token (RBDT) is the token with the associated license for ROMAD Endpoint 
Defense. RBDT is the ERC-20 token with 0 decimal places. This effectively makes the token 
indivisible.	 You	 can	 freeze	 it	 on	 the	 company’s	 cryptowallet	 to	 be	 eligible	 for	 the	 finance	
distribution when the TGE is over. This can be done in the tokens owner’s cabinet. If for any 
reason	you	want	to	sell	your	tokens,	you	have	to	un-freeze	them	first	at	any	time	when	the	
TGE is over. The TGE participants are able to exchange 1 ETH for 4500 RBDTs.

2.  The Defense tokens owners are getting the benefit from the successfully repelled malware 
attacks.

The fee to repel a single malware attack is the equivalent of 1 USD. When ROMAD Endpoint Defense 
repels the malware attack, it automatically withdraws the equivalent of 1 USD from the end user’s 
balance. The information about the repelled attack is written on the blockchain.

ROMAD specialists have collected the data from the numerous independent sources to compute 
the average number of the malware attacks on the hypothetical worldwide device per year. The 
mathematical model had calculated the number of the attacks that is close to 8 per annum. So the 
average end user is going to pay about the equivalent of 8 USD per annum. 16 17 

ROMAD Endpoint defense will repel the first two malware attacks for free. This is a small 
bonus from the ROMAD team. 

Remember we have calculated the number of attacks on the hypothetical “worldwide” device. In 
practice it means some devices will be attacked frequently and some will never experience a single 
attack. So if the PC is attacked very frequently and the general payment becomes the equivalent 
of 12 USD, the rest of the malware attacks will be repelled free of charge till the end of the year. It 
means that in the worst possible scenario the end user will pay no more than the equivalent of 12 
USD per annum. Or, put it otherwise, the equivalent of 1 USD per month. 

In case if the end user has selected the monthly or yearly payments, the token owners are still 
eligible	for	the	finance	distribution.	

After	ROMAD	had	successfully	repelled	the	first	two	malware	attacks,	it	is	necessary	to	fill	up	the	
balance.	The	end	user	 is	able	to	do	 it	 in	any	fiat	or	cryptocurrency.	There	 is	an	exclusive	ability	
for the Defense tokens owners to pay for the repelled attacks with the RBDTs. The attack’s fee is 
going to be less the the equivalent of 1 USD in this scenario. Remember the RBDTs are indivisible 
so that you can use the integer number of tokens for the payment. Once paid with the RBDTs the 
token owner effectively stops owning them. The license that is associated with the token goes to 
ROMAD’s pool. The token goes to ROMAD’s fund. We will publish the exact details when the TGE is 
over. Please refer to the “ROMAD Roadmap” section for more details.

The Defense tokens owners are getting their fee from each malware attack repelled. The amounts 
are controlled by the smart-contract which sends the funds directly to the Defense tokens owners 
cryptowallets. ROMAD sends you the funds in ETH.
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Tokens distribution

Tokens details Percentage Quantity

General quantity: 1,000,000,000

Team 10%

Advisors 3%

Early partners 6%

Bounty 5%

Round A: Private preSale 16%

Round B: preSale 12%

Round C: pre ICO 12%

Round D: ICO 10%

ROMAD Fund 26%

10% tokens for the team are unlocked as following:
 z 30% are unlocked after 1.12.2018
 z remaining 70% are unlocked after 1.09.2019.

6% tokens for the early partners are unlocked as following:
 z 50% are unlocked after 1.12.2018
 z remaining 50% are unlocked after 1.09.2019

26% tokens go to the ROMAD Fund. ROMAD Fund is to be used in case of unexpected situations 
that might appear. 

The main condition when operating with ROMAD Fund is the transparency. There will be an explicit 
public	announcement	via	the	official	ROMAD	channels	such	as	facebook,	twitter	and	telegram	at	
least a week prior to the ROMAD Fund usage. 
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Business strategy
Cybersecurity market

Today there are 5,7 bil devices in the world.9

 Android-based91

 Windows-based92 93

 Apple-based94

 Other95 96

Each device, no matter if it is iOS-based or IoT one is potentially susceptible to the hacking attack.

If the average cyber-protection price is 15$ per device, then PAM (Potential Available Market) is 
$85,5 bil + 10% annual growth as the new devices are being manufactured and needs the protection.

There are 4,021 bil Internet citizens in the world 97. Each one is the digital assets owner: documents, 
personal data, access key, digital currencies and so on. 

Each Internet citizen is interested to keep their digital access protected. The ROMAD company’s 
specialists have created the mathematical model that predicted 8 malware attacks on average 
per a single device per annum. Please refer to the “Participation	 in	finance	distribution” section 
for more information. This gives the value of TAM (Total Addressable Market) equal to $32,16 bil.

9 There are more than 8 bil of the internet connected devices (including TVs, fridges, TV-boxes, audio-boxes, etc 97). Let us forget 

for	 the	moment	about	 the	wearable	gadgets	such	as	 the	fitness	bracelets,	smart	watches	and	other	 IoT	devices.	The	average	

annual growth for this category is expected to be 30-35% 98. There will be more than 25 bil IoT devices up to 2020. The SOM will 

likely	to	increase	significantly	99.
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Due to Microsoft data98 there are just 45% of the users (1,8095 bil people) who install the malware 
protection software. Therefore the SAM (Served/Serviceable Available Market) is $14,472 bil 10.

The available market segment is divided between the players in the following way 99:

The data presented on the picture above is for Windows only. The other OSes may have the different 
distributions.

There is also an enterprise cybersecurity sector which costs $4,746100 due to the Gartner’s data.

SOM (Serviceable & Obtainable Market) and ROMAD business goals

The ROMAD technology is unique and proved to work with lots of success stories, please refer to 
the “Competitive advantages” and “Rewards” sections for more details. Having enough funds and 
resources ROMAD team think it is reasonable to target for the 3% market share in cybersecurity 
during the 5 upcoming years. This share means $576,54 of the annual income. It is also safe to 
assume the 5-10% annual growth.

10 TOTAL SAM is $19,218 bil
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Market penetration

ROMAD owns the patented cybersecurity technology that is in demand for the whole world. The 
market penetration strategy assumes the sequential access to the number of countries. Please 
refer to the “ROMAD Roadmap” section for more details. 

The	specified	sequence	is	in	place,	because	ROMAD	already	exists	in	Malaysia	and	is	currently	in	
the process of the negotiation with the big Chinese partners and customers. There are no strong 
players in the regions and the malware attacks are very often89. Also the number of the Internet 
citizens in the countries is huge.
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ROMAD global marketing strategy

Marketing goals
Business goals are solved with the help of the marketing strategy that includes many sub-
strategies.	Each	of	the	sub-strategies	solves	some	specific	task,	e.g.	new	customers	attraction,	
existing customers retention or the average cheque increase. 

The tasks cascade is therefore created where the each block is responsible for the market share:

Positioning strategy

Goal: Form up the cyber-threats understanding on 100% of the audience. Make them understand 
“ROMAD is No. 1” in the digital assets protection.

Task:  Select the solvent target groups. Determine their problems. Create a positioning statement 
based on the user challenges. 

KPI: High relevance for the selected target audience among ROMAD users.

Approach

One of the greatest problems in the digital world is the digital theft. Trillions of dollars are being 
stolen annually and this number is to increase only99. Accounts are hacked, digital data is stolen, 
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digital assets are forever lost. Several target groups that possess the digital assets are selected:
 1. Cryptoinvestors, traders, cryptowallets owners - 400 mil ppl
 2. Gamers (digital currencies, gaming assets) - 2,3 bil ppl
 3. Businessmen (digital currencies, documents, internal and personal information)
	 4.	 Financial	organization	employees	(fiat	or	digital	currencies,	internal	information)
 5. Civil servants (documents, internal and personal information)

The target groups of interest have the interesting properties from the market penetration point of 
view:

 1. They have the resources. They are the solvent users. 
 2. They have the digital assets.
	 3.	 They	want	to	try	something	new.	They	are	the	innovators,	especially	the	first	group.	

Additional target groups will be selected as the time goes by. This will be done based on their 
challenges in the digital world. 

Positioning statement:

ROMAD will save your digital assets from malware. 

Reason to believe: 

 1. Patents in EU and US, please refer to the “Rewards” section;
 2. Selling B2B version, please refer to the “Partners” section; 
 3. Success stories: ROMAD Endpoint Defense has repelled the malware attacks when a classic 
AV has failed.

The promotional materials will be created for the each group that will explicitly state the cybersecurity 
risks they are going to face. 

Promotion strategy

Goal: Ensure that 100% of cyber defense tools users are aware of ROMAD. Form our own loyal 
community. Sales. 

Task: Identify effective communication channels and ways. Formulate topics for the communication 
messages (Positional message / product message). Identify the unit-economics for each channel

KPI: Coverage.	Frequency.	Efficiency	in	terms	of	unit-economics.	CAC	(customer	acquisition	cost)	
is not higher than $ 3 for the Antivirus, not more than $ 10 for crypto-wallet. Sales.

Approach

Communication channel 1: Featured media resources for the target groups.
Communication means: PR articles / Reviews / Cybersecurity experts opinions / Banners.
Communication topics: State-of-the-art in cybersecurity / Digital threats examples / Advanced 
protection methods  / ROMAD Endpoint Defense advantages.

Communication channel 2: Conferences and featured events.
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Communication means: Featured events sponsorship / ROMAD speakers  / Self-organized events.
Communication topics: State-of-the-art in cybersecurity / Digital threats examples / Advanced 
protection methods  / ROMAD Endpoint Defense advantages.

Communication channel 3: Social media (Facebook / Youtube / Instagram ...). 
Communication means: Targeted and re-targeted ads (video / text / banners).
Communication topics: Digital threats examples / ROMAD Endpoint Defense advantages / Company 
news / State-of-the-art in cybersecurity / Contests and incentive programs for the community and 
the product users / Actions.

Communication channel 4: Featured blogs.
Communication means: Self-made articles / 3rd party articles from the opinion leaders and 
cybersecurity experts.
Communication topics: State-of-the-art in cybersecurity / Digital threats examples / Advanced 
protection methods / ROMAD Endpoint Defense advantages

Communication channel 5: Featured forums.
Communication means: Viral marketing.
Communication topics: ROMAD Endpoint Defense discussion / Posts.

Communication channel 6: Messengers.
Communication means: Viral marketing / The ads on the featured channels / The ads at the opinion 
leaders’ pages.
Communication topics: ROMAD news / ROMAD Endpoint Defense advantages / Actions / Contests.

Communication channel 7: Search engines (Google / Yandex / Beidu / ...).
Communication means: CEO / Adwords / Banners.
Communication topics: Show up the USP or the positioning statement.

Product development strategy

Goal: The influx of new users. Provide a high satisfaction level with the ROMAD product line. Users 
overflow from the competitive products. Provide high products’ LTV (Lifetime Value).

Task: Create the superb products having advantages over competitors.

KPI: The product’s satisfaction rate is not lower than 8 out of 10. Readiness to recommend ROMAD 
products to the friends. Using the product for at least a year. Using the whole product line by a 
single user. 

Approach

The solution to this problem involves three approaches:
1. Research
2. Improving the existing products
3. Developing new products

Research
ROMAD will monitor the competitors’ behavior in real time, study their products and interview the 
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users about the expectations towards the product.

Improving the existing products

Please refer to the “Preventing 0-day threats” section, the “Secure ROMAD cryptowallet” section 
and the “ROMAD Roadmap” section.

The tools we use.  

1. The Kano model101

The Kano model was developed in 1984 by Dr. Noriaki Kano as a strategic approach to a product / 
service development, with the goal of ensuring a customer satisfaction. With this model, you can 
divide the entire range of user’s requirements by the degree of influence on its satisfaction.
Noriaki	Kano	identified	five	types	of	consumers’	emotional	reaction:

 z Basic factors (expected)
 z Worrying factors (attractive)
 z Main factors (desired)
 z Reverse quality (reverse)
 z Indifferent quality (indifferent)

2. QFD matrix102

QFD	or	Quality	Function	Deployment	is	a	flexible	method	of	a	decision	making	used	in	products	or	
services’ development.
QFD	 transforms	 customers’	 needs	 into	 products’	 engineering	 characteristics,	 prioritizes	 each	
product/service	and,	at	the	same	time,	defines	the	tasks	concerning	product	or	service	development.
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3.  The Osterwalder’s Value Proposition Canvas103

Pricing strategy

Goal: Create a pricing policy that will encourage the influx of new customers and the retention of 
existing ones.
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Task: To conduct market research, study  the competitors’ prices, develop an effective pricing policy.

KPI: The	number	of	users.	Turnover.	Profit.

Approach

ROMAD uses the «penetration pricing» strategy, that is, ROMAD Endpoint Defense is completely 
free of charge when compared to its competitors (please refer to the «Competitive Advantages» 
section). No freemium, no stars, no additional conditions. The user can start using the product’s full 
version right after the installation and pays only for the repelled attack with the amount equivalent 
to 1 USD. Even if the user’s gadget is exposed to a bigger number of attacks, the user does not pay 
more than the equivalent of 12 USD in total, and this is lower than the price of our competitors’ 
annual	 license.	 This	 strategy	 will	 allow	 aggressively	 penetrate	 the	 market	 without	 significant	
marketing expenses.

Our tools: 
 1. Value Map104

It is a tool that allows companies to effectively manage their offer’s value /price ratio and 
competently form the price positioning.

Distribution strategy

Goal: ROMAD products availability to potential customers all over the world.

Task: Develop a large-scale distribution strategy

KPI: The number of partners. The number of tokens sales. The time from the purchase to the 
installation.
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Approach

 1. Entering into the exclusive partnership agreements with large distributors in the countries 
where ROMAD is available. The distributors are to push the ROMAD products via their distribution 
channels.
 2. The product line distribution in the offline sales channels.
 3. Site’s availability in all major languages.
 4. Downloading and installing the products in no more than three easy steps.

Support strategy

Goal: A superb level of servicing and support for each client.

Task: Develop a multi-layered clients support system in every corner of the world. 

KPI: Speed and quality of the feedback. The percentage of supported customers.

Approach

ROMAD is currently providing users technical support by e-mail. Next steps:
 
 1. Create a multilingual hotline (please refer to the «ROMAD Roadmap» section)
 2. Introduce chat technologies on the site
 3. Implement a possibility to ask a question and get an answer in instant messengers
 4. Implement an open knowledge base for the community (helpdesk)
 5. Implement a one window service for managers
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ROMAD History

The company is actively developing since 2007.

2007 
Morpher obfuscating compiler R&D
The code obfuscation project started: program code protection to prevent its illegal use. 

2009 
System call processing apparatus R&D
A	platform	analyzing	the	system	calls	was	developed.	It	identifies	the	suspicious	system	calls.	The	
system calls groups are created with the help of the bioinformatics algorithms.  

2011
ROMAD Analyzer memory digital forensic tool
ROMAD Analyzer is the tool for the memory digital forensics. It is used to determine the presence 
of anomalies left by malware.

2012
ROMAD EDR is the next generation antivirus for B2B market. Started patenting the idea. 

2014 
ROMAD	EDR	tested.	Its	functionality	confirmed.	Morpher	is	sold.

2016 
ROMAD was the winner at the Shark Tank Cupertino competition. Got the «Key innovator up to 
2021» status due to M&M research.

2017 
ROMAD was the winner at the Shark Tank San Francisco competition.
ROMAD	got	the	DSSZI	certificate.
ROMAD got the US/EU patents.
ROMAD EDR B2B released.
B2В	sales	started.
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ROMAD Roadmap
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Team
More than 30 professionals in cybersec, logistics and business.
Total experience: 418 man-years.
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Conclusion
Subscribe to the whitelist and start combating malware together with us. Only the registered users 
are able to participate in the TGE.

https://www.facebook.com/romadantivirus/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/romadantivirus
https://medium.com/@romadantivirus
https://www.reddit.com/user/ROMAD_antivirus/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCtLfVxnt8Dx83qLHslYmW1Q/videos
https://t.me/RomadTGE
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=3364289.0
https://twitter.com/romad_antivirus
https://romad.io
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Legal disclaimer
By participating in this token generation event (“TGE”), you agree with the following:

General warning

This	White	Paper	is	declarative	and	shall	not	be	considered	as	legal,	financial,	tax	or	other	advice.	
At the date of publication, this White Paper and TGE were not either a subject of any applicable 
registration procedure or required any other approval from competent authorities. Regulatory 
authorities did not examine information provided in this White Paper.
 
This White Paper deals exclusively with TGE, distribution of RoBust Defense Token (“RBDT”) and 
licenses on the software Romad Endpoint Defense that shall not be interpreted as partnership, 
enterprise, trust or investment. It also does not constitute any offer of securities or motivation for 
investment in securities. RBDT is not registered under the securities laws of any country, in which 
a	potential	token	owner	is	a	resident.	RBDT	is	not	a	digital	currency	or	any	other	kind	of	financial	
instrument. RBDT cannot be used for any purposes other than that mentioned in the White Paper, 
including	but	not	limited	to	any	investment,	speculative	or	other	financial	purpose.

As RBDT owner you understand and acknowledge that RBDT is provided exclusively and 
completely with the software ROMAD Endpoint Defense. Please note that token owner makes 
the	final	decision	on	deposit	of	cash	by	 transferring	assets	 to	ROMAD	without	any	 following	
refunds.
 
This White Paper can be updated or altered. The latest version of the White Paper is available at 
the website https://romad.io.

This White Paper composed in English language. The White Paper and related documents may be 
translated into languages other than English. In case of any discrepancies English version shall prevail.

Regional and personal restrictions

Residents of jurisdictions, where cryptocurrency, ICO or TGE are banned, restricted anyway, require 
registration or licensing, shall refrain from purchasing RBDT, including but not limited to the residents 
of the USA (including any of its protectorates), the People’s Republic of China, Democratic People’s 
Republic of Korea, South Korea, Vietnam.

For avoidance of any doubt, the “resident” shall mean, inter alia, person that reside in certain jurisdiction; 
a citizen of certain jurisdiction who lives abroad; tax resident of such jurisdiction; institution incorporated 
or operating under the laws of certain jurisdiction; other representative of certain jurisdiction.

Persons to whom international sanctions or other restrictive measures are applied, according to 
the international law, the U.S. law and/or the law of the European Union or any of its member states 
are not entitled to participate in TGE and any other Defense tokens placements.

Taking actions based according to information presented in this White Paper or website https://
romad.io	you	confirm	that	you	are	not:

1.   a resident of any jurisdiction to which regional restrictions are applied;
2.   a person to whom international sanctions or other restrictive measures are applied, according to 

https://romad.io
https://romad.io
https://romad.io
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the international law, the U.S. law and/or the law of the European Union or any of its member states.
 
In case of any violations, the Defense token owner, who is a resident of any jurisdiction to which 
regional restrictions are applied, or person to whom international sanctions or other restrictive 
measures are applied, according to the international law, the U.S. law and/or the law of the European 
Union or any of its member states, shall hold any risks and losses arising from such violation.

Legal and regulatory warning

Legislation, applicable regulations and positions of competent authorities regarding the 
cryptocurrency, ICO and TGE can change from time to time. The future regulatory status of tokens 
is hard to predict. We strongly encourage you to seek the advices of legal professionals in your 
jurisdiction before committing any action related to the purchase of RBDT.
 
The information presented in this White Paper is not legally binding to ROMAD and does not create 
contractual relationship.
 
For the purposes of compliance with the KYC requirements and laws on prevention anti-money 
laundering	and	terrorism	financing	you	guarantee	and	agree:

1. to	provide	all	necessary	information	for	verification	of	your	identity	via	email	or	other	manner
2. to obtain RBDT by paying money that are not received from any illegal activity 

The RBDT owner understands that ROMAD use his/her personal data for purpose regarding TGE 
and operation with RBDT. ROMAD will make all possible efforts that all personal data necessary for 
the purchase of RBDT is secured and will be used only for the purposes related to operations with 
RBDT. RBDT owner acknowledges that he/she may ask ROMAD to stop processing personal data 
or delete personal data when it’s no longer needed or if processing is unlawful.

Financial warning

All estimates provided in this White Paper are carried out by ROMAD specialists. They are 
assumptive and informative by nature and have not been supported by any audit. We welcome 
the	potential	token	owners	to	carry	out	such	research	for	their	own	financial	safety	at	their	own	
expense.	RBDT	owner	accepts	all	economic,	inflation,	tax	and	other	financial	risks	regarding	RBDT.
 
ROMAD	will	make	all	possible	efforts	to	ensure	that	any	financial	information	regarding	the	token	
owners	will	not	be	disclosed	to	any	third	party	unless	officially	requested	by	government	authorities.

Disclaimer of liability

RBDT owner is entitled to dispose the purchased tokens on the own discretion and solely holds 
any risks related to such tokens. ROMAD disclaims liability for any incidental or consequential 
damages suffered by a token owner or any third party as the result of misuse of the information or 
its incorrect interpretation provided in this White Paper or website https://romad.io. ROMAD shall 
not be liable for any losses and damages caused by purchased tokens.
 
ROMAD shall not be liable for any violations committed by an RBDT owner.

https://romad.io
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Provisions regarding IP rights

ROMAD Holding Ltd owns the intellectual property rights to ROMAD Endpoint Defense. This 
software also secured by patents and trademark. ROMAD takes all risks related to any possible 
claims or demands from any third parties regarding IP rights to this software.

Tax warning

RBDT owner understands that ROMAD does not act as his/her tax agent. RBDT owners solely 
carry their tax obligations under the applicable laws of the country of their tax residence.

Force-majeure

Token owner acknowledges that ROMAD shall not liable for any breach of obligations occasioned by 
causes beyond its reasonable control including but not limited to strikes, war (whether decelerated 
or	not),	acts	of	governments,	fires,	floods,	earthquakes	etc.

Final warning

TGE and distribution of RBDT can be considered as high risk trading. By participating in TGE the 
token	owner	confirms	that	he/she	is	over	18	years	of	age,	familiar	with	the	content	and	meaning	
of any provision of this White Paper, understands all risks related to transactions regarding RBDT 
and	agree	to	comply	with	all	restriction	specified	in	this	document.
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